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users like you, we can't change it. This site is part of FCS share file
hostingservices.com. For more information about the file, we advise

you to check the about page.The present invention relates to a
method of creating an object model of an object by using a corpus

tree data structure. A document corpus is a collection of documents.
Various processes are executed with the document corpus and
analyzed. For example, various processes are executed with a

document corpus to create a document cluster and a corpus tree. A
document cluster is a collection of documents which are regarded as a

document group on the basis of the similarity of the contents. For
example, many word collocations, such as, “a” and “the” and “a man”

and “a man,” have similar meanings. Many of documents that have
such similar word collocations are clustered. A corpus tree is a data
structure which represents a sequence of objects. For example, in a

document clustering method, such as, Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)
or Entity Connectivity (EC), a topic is defined as an object. A corpus

tree represents a sequence of topics. The
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